ASK YOURSELF
BEFORE BUILDING TINY HOUSE
QUESTIONS
1. How do you plan to finance your tiny house? Here are your options
2. Have you thought about Insurance for your tiny? Get Help
3. Got a rough sketch of the tiny house based on your needs?
4. You’ll need a professionally drawn plan for your house. Get here for only $99
5. Will you buy a stock plan or customized plan? Checkout comparison
6. Will you buy tiny house or build it? How to buy the right way
7. Do you know some builders around? Get List of Builders all over world
8. Do you have the land? How to find land?
9. Do you know how to get a contract done right? Here are some tips
10. Where will you park it? This article will help
11. Do you plan to go off-grid with it?
12. Will your tiny sit on a trailer or foundation? Comparison between both
13. If it’s going be trailer, will you buy a used one or new?
14. You can save about $20,000 if you build it yourself, can you DIY? How to DIY
15. If you'll DIY where'll you build? Places where you can build
16. How about accessing electricity and sewer?
17. Any intentions to use solar? Find which solar panel is best
18. How will you treat your grey water? A small guide
19. Who’ll do the plumbing and other utilities? Plumbing guide
20. Water tank & grey water disposal, got clear idea about them?
21. Are you a senior citizen? You'll need a bedroom on main floor among many other
things. We’ll design one for you
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22. Are you a person with special abilities? You might need a tiny house that's designed
exactly for your needs
23. Toilet: Compost or regular flush toilet? Before you buy a compost toilet, read this
24. Compost toilet cost $1000 but you can DIY one for $50
25. Insulation, are you clear about it? Read insulation hacks
26. Using reclaimed materials, they help you cut down on costs. Will you use them?
27. How will you protect it from getting stolen? Here’s how
28. Do you live in a hurricane prone zone? What precautions will you take to protect your
tiny house?
29. Got any creative ideas for your tiny. Well, here’s some
30. There are a lot of mistakes that people make when building their tiny, we’ve
compiled a list of those mistakes here
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